
From: Murray, Susie
To: james.macnair@earthlink.net
Cc: Michelle Zyromski
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Bunya Bunya, 1080 2nd Street, Santa Rosa
Date: Wednesday, August 30, 2023 4:41:00 PM
Attachments: Salvation Army Bunya Pine Risk Report 8-24-23.pdf

Hi James,
 
Thank you for taking my call today.  I have some questions about your Risk Assessment Report,
dated August 24, 2023, attached:
 

The summary says the likelihood of failure over the three-year period is probable. Can you
advise what the current risk for failure is?
Would annual or bi-annual maintenance, including trimming the branches/foliage and
removing the cones minimize the risk?
Does the subject Bunya Bunya (Bunya Pine) produce male and female cones?  If so, how
frequently are the male cones produced? 
If that were my tree, how often would you advise that I have the tree evaluated?
Can you explain how the occupancy rate is calculated?

 
Thanks much and stay safe!
 
Susie
 

Please note that I will be on vacation September 4th - 11th.
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner | Staff Liaison to the Cultural Heritage Board
Planning and Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue, Room 3 | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | SMurray@srcity.org
 

 

From: Michelle Zyromski <michelle@zklegal.com> 
Sent: Thursday, August 24, 2023 1:29 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Cc: Michelle Zyromski <michelle@zklegal.com>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Bunya Bunya
 
Good afternoon, Susie:
 
These are documents related to James MacNair’s portion of the presentation this
afternoon.  He will be part of the initial ten-minute portion.
 
Michelle

Attachment 13
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POST OFFICE BOX 1150  • GLEN ELLEN, CA 95442  • 707.938.1822 


August 24, 2023 
 
Michelle Zyromski, Esq. 
Zyromski Konicek, LLP 
613 Fourth Street, Suite 203 
Santa Rosa, CA 95404 
 
RE: Salvation Army Bunya Pine Tree Risk Assessment 
 
Dear Ms. Zyromski: 
 
This report is a tree risk assessment of a mature bunya pine (Araucaria bidwillii) growing at the 
intersection of Second Street and Pierce Street (1080 Second Street).  A site visit was completed 
on 8/23/23 to document the health and structural condition of the tree.  Site conditions were 
also evaluated as part of the risk assignment. 
 
The risk assessment is a visual assessment of the health and structural condition of the tree 
from the ground level (1Level 2 Basic Assessment).  Tree observations included a visual 
evaluation of the lower trunk, mid and upper tree crown, foliage vigor and density, observable 
structural defects, and any other indicator of internal decay.   
 
Documents Reviewed: 
 


Sanford Tree Service Report On Hazard of the Bunya Pine (3/30/22) 


Tree Permit Removal Application (8/31/22) 


Vintage Tree Care Arborist Report (Fred Frey) (2/5/23) 


City of Santa Rosa Denial Letter (3/3/23) 


Sharon King (Property Manager) Tree Removal Summary List (8/11/23) 


Historical documents dating back to 1985, including various tree removal requests, 
newspaper articles documenting the tree danger, and history of property damage and 
injury. 


 
  


 
1 Smiley, E.T., Matheny, N.P., Lily, S. 2017. Tree Risk Assessment Best Management Practices (Second 
Edition). International Society of Arboriculture, Champagne, Illinois. 
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TREE OBSERVATIONS/DISCUSSON: 
 
The subject bunya pine is a mature tree with a 66-inch trunk diameter (measured at 4.5 feet) 
and a 115–120-foot height.  The crown spread is 26 feet to the northeast, 18 feet to the 
northwest, and 20 feet to the southwest.  The tree has a single dominant trunk with three 
secondary trunks forming in the upper crown.  The tree is healthy, with normal vigor and foliage 
density, and no significant pest or disease issues observed.  
 
This Australian tree species is characterized by its large stature (up to 160 feet) and branches 
produced in whorls with unique small and sharp leaves rotated along the branch.  It is also 
known for producing male and female cones, which can be the size of a football and weigh up to 
24 lbs.  The female cones are typically produced at two-to-three-year intervals and form at the 
terminal ends of the branches.  Because of the cone weight, the trees are considered highly 
hazardous when the cones are present with injury and deaths documented in online references. 
 
When growing in public areas, the management recommendation is to create an exclusion zone 
around the tree to prevent injury and property damage or to physically remove the cones, 
which, because of the tree's height, requires a high lift and climbers in the tree (a labor-
intensive task). 
 
The primary risk with the subject tree is the dangerous cones and the likelihood of severe injury 
to pedestrians using the sidewalk adjacent to the tree or working in the Salvation Army resident 
garden below the tree.  The three secondary trunk structure in the upper crown is also 
potentially a significant structural defect.  Still, as the Frey and Sanborn reports note, it can likely 
be mitigated with a cable installation and pruning.  The final issue is the risk of branch failure 
and the sharp leaves capable of moderate injury.  Branch failures are common with this species, 
as shown in the images provided in this report. 
 
The Frey report provides an opinion that the risk rating for the upper crown multiple trunks is 
low based on risk assessment methodology.  While I agree with his assessment of the multiple 
trunks, the report does not discuss the cone hazard and the severe consequences (severe injury 
or death) if a cone strikes a pedestrian.  While on-site for the tree evaluation, I counted five 
pedestrians walking below the tree in 45 minutes. 
 
TREE RISK ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY: 
 
The assessment methodology is based upon the ANSI A300 (Part 9)-2017 Tree Risk Assessment 
a. Tree Structure Assessment and the 2017 International Society of Arboriculture Best 
Management Practices (BMP) booklet Tree Risk Assessment (Second Edition).  The methodology 
establishes a systematic process for identifying structural defects and their associated risk.  Risk 
is defined in the BMP publication as "the combination of the likelihood of an event and the 
severity of the potential consequences."   
 
The current evaluation is a Level 2: Basic Assessment as described in the Best Management 
Practices publication.  This assessment level is a visual inspection of the individual trees with no 
advanced diagnostic procedures performed.  Advanced diagnostic procedures are the next level 
of assessment and would include root collar excavation and inspection, aerial inspections, and 
additional decay evaluations.   
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The likelihood and the severity of the consequences are categorized or quantified to establish a 
level (magnitude) of risk compared to the tree owner's tolerance for risk.  Critical to the 
assessment is identifying risk targets defined as the property, activity, or people that would be 
damaged, impacted, or injured by a tree failure. 
 
The final risk rating for a tree is a compilation of risk factors, which are listed as follows: 
 
1. Primary Target Area 
2. Tree Part(s) Most Likely to Fail:   


3. Likelihood of Failure (Four Categories) 
4. Likelihood of Impacting Target 


5. Combined Likelihood of Tree Failure Impacting a Target Matrix: 


 


Likelihood of 
Failure: 


Likelihood of Impacting Target 
Very Low Low Medium High 


Imminent Unlikely Somewhat likely Likely Very likely 
Probable Unlikely Unlikely Somewhat likely Likely 
Possible Unlikely Unlikely Unlikely Somewhat likely 
Improbable Unlikely Unlikely Unlikely Unlikely 


 
6. Consequences of Failure: 


6.1. Negligible- Low-value property damage or minor disruption (i.e., traffic) with no 
personal injury risk. 


6.2. Minor- Low to moderate property damage, small disruptions, or minor injury risk. 
6.3. Significant- Moderate to high property damage, considerable disruption, personal 


injury.  Disruption of distribution primary voltage power lines. 


6.4. Severe- Serious personal injury or death, damage to high-value property, and serious 
traffic or electrical disruptions. 


7. The risk-rating matrix shows the level of risk as a combination of the likelihood of failure and 
impact and the severity of the failure consequences. 


 


Likelihood of 
Failure and 
Impact 


Consequences of Failure 


Negligible Minor Significant Severe 


Very likely Low Moderate High Extreme 
Likely Low Moderate High High 
Somewhat likely Low Low Moderate Moderate 
Unlikely Low Low Low Low 
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SUMMARY OF RISK RATING FOR THE BUNYA PINE: 
 
Likelihood of Failure (Over the Three-Year Period): 
 
The likelihood of cones dropping from the tree is rated as Probable.   
 
Likelihood of Impact: 
 
The likelihood of impact on people in the areas near the tree in the event of failure is Medium to 
High, depending on the actual occupancy rate during the cone production season. 
 
Likelihood Matrix (Combined Likelihoods of Failure and Impact) 
 
The combined likelihood of failure and impact to people in the tree areas during the projected 
three-year period is rated as  Somewhat Likely to High, depending on the cone crop size. 
 
Consequences of Failure: 
 
The consequence of a tree part (cone) impacting a person is rated as Severe due to the potential 
for serious injury or death.   
 
Risk Rating: 
 
Based on this analysis, the risk rating of the tree is moderate to high.  It should be noted that a 
moderate risk is significant and should be carefully considered relative to the risk tolerance of 
the tree owner and the people exposed to the risk. 
 
The risks of upper crown trunk failure and branch failure are not detailed in this report but are 
likely low.   
 
Please contact me with any questions or if additional information is required. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
ISA Certified Arborist WE-0603A 
ISA Tree Risk Assessor Qualified 
ASCA Tree and Plant Appraisal Qualified 
 
 
Disclaimer: 
 
Unless expressed otherwise, the information in this report covers only those items that were 
examined and reflected the condition of those items at the time of inspection.  The inspection is 
limited to visually examining accessible items without dissection, excavation, probing, or coring.  
There is no warranty or guarantee, expressed or implied, that problems or deficiencies of the 
trees in question may not arise in the future. 
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Tree Images: 
 


 
The view of the tree from the north and its location adjacent to the sidewalk, resident garden, 
street parking, and garden driveway. 
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The view of the three secondary trunks formed in the upper crown.  This multiple-trunk structure is 
considered a potential defect. 
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A close-up view of the secondary trunk union and a partially failed branch (arrow) that is a common issue 
for this species. 


 
A pedestrian is walking below the tree on Second Street.  Five pedestrians were observed walking on this 
section of sidewalk in 45 minutes. 
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The sharp leaves of the tree constantly drop. 
 


 
The extended branches have the characteristic leaf whorl at the end of the branches. 
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The Bunya pine in Railroad Square with arrows indicating broken branches.  The parking lot, 
sidewalk, and park bench are located beyond the crown edge, reducing the risk of impact from 
branches and cones.  
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Web image showing the size of the female cone. 







 
From: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 5:28 PM
To: Michelle Zyromski <michelle@zklegal.com>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Bunya Bunya
 
Thank you.
 

Please note that I will be on vacation September 4th - 11th.
 
Susie Murray | Senior Planner | Staff Liaison to the Cultural Heritage Board
Planning and Economic Development |100 Santa Rosa Avenue, Room 3 | Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Tel. (707) 543-4348 | Fax (707) 543-3269 | SMurray@srcity.org
 

 

From: Michelle Zyromski <michelle@zklegal.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 23, 2023 2:28 PM
To: Murray, Susie <SMurray@srcity.org>
Cc: Michelle Zyromski <michelle@zklegal.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Bunya Bunya
 
Hi Susie:
 
In response to your voice mail message from Tuesday, it looks like the three
individuals who will be speaking during the initial ten-minute portion will be James
MacNair, Kathryn Anderson, and Kevin Konicek.   If that changes, I will let you know
before tomorrow afternoon.
 
 
Michelle V. Zyromski, Esq.
Zyromski Konicek LLP
613 Fourth Street, Suite 203
Santa Rosa, CA 95404-4433
 
(707) 542-1393 x101 telephone
(707) 542-7697 facsimile
michelle@zklegal.com
www.zklegal.com
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Notice of Confidentiality: 
This e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s)
named herein and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential information. If you
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are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please immediately notify
me by e-mail (by replying to this message) or telephone (noted below) and permanently
delete the original and any copy of any e-mail and any printout thereof. Thank you for
your cooperation with respect to this matter.
 


